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Absolutely amazing!! Thank you very much for that info. I look forward to the
new updates. Do you know when the JOS site will be updated? Also this is off
topic HP Hooded Cobra but the 40 day new meditation for beginners has chakra
spinning. Most prepped can’t even still see there chakras after meditating for
over a year. That might discourage some people if it says easy chakra spinning
and all they see is black. I have had a lot of questions to some things and it
sounds like you are kicking ass and dialling some things in for us. This works
would not be the same without you!!!  Thank you Sir  for all  you do. Another
question is are we going to ever get a live chat platform where we would be
able to ask a HP some questions? That would be amazing. We all  need to
donate as much money as we can so our HP can help us instead of whatever
job they have to do. I start work again soon and I plan on donating quit a bit. 

Many people are worried and of course we have a difficult decade ahead of us. Yet,
because the Gods do indeed have care and compassion for mankind, despite of
our own stupidity, they are going to provide us with the spiritual food and resilience
that we need to overcome things.

I will stay with everyone no matter what or whatever anyone else does. Everyone
could leave here tomorrow and I will  still  remain doing the proper thing to help
everyone to the best I can. 

There are many people here who think likewise with me. Others will come to this
understanding with time. Those who will discard this understanding will regret it, as
they will not tap their beautiful inner potential as much as they could.

Updates will happen to the JoS page by page and bit by bit. I have been writing
volumes  all  these  years  and  will  increase  the  pace.  I  understand  the  major
necessity of this. I know what I have to do and what is my part in this.

HPS Maxine has achieved highly spiritually, and done all her end to the work. As of
April 30th 2020, we were told by Father Satan that She has successfully finished
her mission. She built everything. 20+ years, she fought tooth and nail. 

The amount of people that will be helped and are being helped is ever increasing.
We have been crossing the narrow path for a very long time. And it turned out that
the Souls of Satan are still here, and are walking straight into His New Aeon.

Is this the first time this is happening? I will let this thought there to hover above for
the minds of the wise young dragons. For the wiser of vision, they understand that
what's important is that we are going into this Aeon right now. 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=282365#p282365


We are moving through the debris  of  the enemy.  But I  write this to give you a
glimpse of the light of the other side, the light that we actively are seeking and will
in the end discover.

Now our generation's mission is to continue on this path and do the next phase of
everything. People will benefit tremendously from this. 

I wish I had everything available that will  be available in the future, 10 or more
years  ago.  I  would  be catapulted forward.  But  it's  alright,  we build for  the next
generations  and  all  people  here.  Certainly  the  risks  and  the  questions,  or
anticipation of many is extremely high, but that is the beautiful part in all this.

There is a lot of research that has been done. I have rectified and will be publishing
some of  it.  When HPS Maxine has been involved directly,  I  will  always directly
mention it because her credits are hers.

I want also nobody to think that she isn't in this or that she has left people. We live
in a universe with specific rules. We cannot cross these rules yet.

I've spent years accumulating knowledge, rectifying and learning. However I have
kept a modest approach for people but now it's time for me to give, and that's what I
intend to do, this is what is my task to do right now. I felt like our people needed
modesty and support. I think this has reflected on the lives of a huge amount of
people. Let's hope it will keep reflecting in the lives of exponentially more people as
we get into Satan's Great Aeon.

Unless I am "suicided" or something, there is no way I am going to let up on anyone
here. If I  disappear, take it for granted I have been killed and never believe any
other  potential  story  people  might  tell  you.  There  is  no  way  I  will  desert  this
community or the souls of Satan unless I am dead. I welcome any other options to
the path or whatever, but saying this just "in case".

I  am  aware  I  am  fighting  a  beast  that  is  right  now  way  bigger  than  we  are,
especially physically. I don't care. I fought this shit when it was already too big to
destroy me. Many of you have done the same. It's now multiplying in size and force,
but our resolve is getting stronger and stronger. I believe in us all here completely.

HPS Maxine stood as a lone woman against this whole world, and she fulfilled her
mission. She did heavy lifting and most of it will go by most not only not understood,
but I will not disbelieve anyone here, nor in the Gods that are bringing us together
here and pushing us forward and upward.

Anyway, what has the story of JoS been but a story about a small group of people
fighting against impossible chances? All these years have felt like one has had a
little fragile baby and now it's growing into a fully grown powerful being. We are all
parts of this.



We  have  been  winning  against  the  monster,  and  indeed,  we  have  severely
wounded it. Not to say it hasn't wounded back and possibly it might be fatal, but
then again, who can say the same in this world really? 

Despite of anything personal, on a soul level, I am driven by full confidence and
conviction  in  all  of  you.  You are  not  like  other  people  on  this  earth.  You have
consciousness and I truly do believe in the good of everyone in this forum. Indeed I
have seen the future for many, but we are not there yet. 

But are we walking towards this beautiful future? Most certainly. Is it coming too?
Yes, of course it does.

Everyone is walking on a different line, but eventually the end result  will  be the
beautiful handiwork of Satan no matter how things go. 

In the darkness we have found strength, with which we will reach the highest light.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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